A new algorithm of migration velocity computation and testing in a complex geological area This paper is devoted to the investigation of 3D seismic imaging experience in complex geological conditions of the Kerch shelf of the Black Sea. Special attention is paid to the new author's algorithm for migration velocity computation. The main problems of migration velocities computation are described. The signal "time stretching" is absent, which is present after a manual analysis. The implemented algorithm for migration velocity analysis and computation is both independent from subjective human factor and fast. The optimal fast migration algorithm for seismic data of the complex geological area in the Ukrainian part of the Black Sea is the Kirchhoff algorithm. Its efficiency with real results demonstration is shown. Aim of work: Create a special technique for migration velocity computation with respect to the Kerch shelf. Approve the velocity in optimal fast migration algorithm for seismic data in complex geological conditions. New aspects covered: Author's algorithm for Migration Velocity computation is developed. The migration velocity is approved in optimal fast imaging algorithm for seismic data in complex geological conditions.
Introduction
Deviation from a true geological section during a seismic imaging process, increases with increasing both angles of reflections and migration velocity errors. In state-of-the-art processing systems there are many algorithms for implementation DOI: 10.18668/NG.2016.03.02 In complex geological conditions the dip angle of the reflecting surface has a huge influence on spatial hodograph as shown in Figure 1 . For example, in Figure 1a is shown, a synthetic hodograph for VTI media models with angles of the reflection surface α = 0 o , β = 0 o and looks like a hyperboloid. In this case CDP velocities determination is simple, but when the reflecting surface has a dip angle, α = 40 o , β = 0 o ( Figure 1b ) then the hodograph is a complex hyperboloidparabolic hyperboloid. And in the case which is shown in Figure 1c when the reflection surface has two angles component, α = 40 o , β = 20 o , the form of the hodograph is very complex. In the last two cases (1b and 1c), an accurate manual velocity determination is impossible. Hence the conclusion that for velocity analysis the adaptive algorithm as shown by Gorbunov, Sklyarov (2006) should be applied. The results of velocity computation are both independent from subjective human factor and fast.
as shown in Figure 2 . This manipulation forms a stack trace. The next step is performing a statistical analysis of the combined stacked traces, with regular waves determination and the curvature parameter definition at a registration time. As a result the effective velocity and resulting signal are formed. The formed set of values is inserted into the procedure, of the reliability statistical estimation, of the existence for a regular wave field component determination using coherent wave criteria. The wave must be determined by given kinematic characteristics (it is similar to the procedure for maximum amplitudes determination on the stacked section of the controlled directional receiving method). of seismic imaging. They make it possible to execute time and depth migration, both on input pre-stack and post-stack data. In this case, different algorithms are not equally responsive to the dip angle changes of reflecting boundaries, to lateral and vertical velocity gradient, to different frequency characteristics of the wave field, to level of signal-to-noise ratio and accuracy of velocity model data, especially when complex geology is present. Therefore, there are definite challenges for both migration velocities and optimal migration transformation algorithm, that satisfy quality conditions of migrated seismic data from the reliability formation point of sedimentary rocks of complex geological models in the Black Sea.
Migration Velocity computation for complex geological conditions

Fig. 1. Spatial hodograph CDP
Migration Velocity is determined with the author's algorithm application [2] . Algorithm of velocity analysis can be realized in another way. Signal samples are stacked with constant time delay -t 0 , which are controlled by the hodograph curvature (window of constant curvature). Selected information is divided into time intervals such as a "sliding" window Because a time lag function within a constant window curvature has no changes, the computation speed is substantially increasing in relation to the conventional CDP "velocity analysis". Besides that, the signal "time stretching" disappears, which is present after a manual analysis.
It is clear that the effective CDP velocity values defined by the "real" hyperbolic hodograph shape of the reflected wave and function of time delay, should be constant in time. These values should be so close, so that their differences will not affect the result of the interference wave selection, during the process of signals stacking. Therefore, when determining the value it should be selected in such way, that the mentioned differences should be optimal, as shown below: 
Δt -admissible shift between time lags.
Kavkazska area is presented in this work as a practical example. The area is located within the Ukrainian part of the Kerch shelf. A 3D survey area is located in the south-eastern part of the Kerch-Taman depression. The Kavkazska area is located 30 km south of the Crimean peninsula, its sea level variations are from 50 m to 400 m.
The derived migration velocities are used as the base for further correction of migration transformation procedure parameters. Relatively fast migration transforming procedure was used at the testing stage. This procedure is called a phase shift migration. It is based on the Gazdaga approximation [1] and it recalculates the input data into the lower half-space, which is equivalent to a phase shift in the FK space.
Stepwise, extrapolation of the wave field into the lower half-space occurs in a form that reproduces the shift down the surface of observation, using a scalar wave equation. This migration takes into account the vertical variation of speed and provides a display of items with angles of up to 90 degrees, but lateral velocity should change gradually. The importance of this procedure's application is the availability of relatively fast implementation of this algorithm in the processing system. This allows rapid testing of required parameters with satisfactory accuracy of the account of the seismic displacement. Conversion of migration velocity values to interval migration velocity, is done by specialized procedures in processing systems using smoothed gradient algorithm.
Testing and further execution of the ultimate 3D Post Stack migration procedure, was based on the Kirchhoff equation 
Seismic data migration algorithms testing for the complex geology of the Kavkazka area
where the integration is performed using such elements of an unmigrated area that form one element in a migrated area. Namely, there are implemented stacking using diffraction curve at each point of the unmigrated section and getting amplitude values at each point in the migrated section. In other words, if the energy comes from a point at the top of the diffraction curve, then the stacking along such a curve, returns a value that corresponds to the energy obtained at that point. When the simulated hodograph of diffracted waves coincides with the registered hodograph, the stacked traces values are high. In other cases, the amplitude values are much lower. Migration software that uses this method includes vertical velocity variations and reflection angles up to 90 degrees, with better accounting for lateral velocity variations than by the previous procedure of phase shift migration. However, the calculation time of the Kirchhoff migration process, is greater than that for the same phase shift procedure. Therefore Kirchhoff migration is used only at the final processing stage.
In Figure 5 a fragment of the unmigrated time section is demonstrated. The seismic wave field is very complex and characterized by step dip reflectors. In this case a correct velocity model must be provided. The 3D velocity volume for migration is shown in Figure 6 .
To demonstrate the results there are a series of comparative sections (see Using such materials we can confidently allocate certain geometric shapes in the structure of the sedimentary layers, creating favorable conditions for the possible allocation of hydrocarbon traps. Implemented algorithm for migration velocity analysis and computation is both independent from subjective human factor and fast. The signal "time stretching" is absent, which is present after a manual analysis. Analyzing obtained migration results, we can say that all the above migration algorithms work well enough. They eliminate the diffracted waves (incoherent noise component of the seismic wave field). It is advisable to use a Phase Shift algorithm for rapid Conclusion assessment of the velocity model, which is usable for migration procedures if there are no wide angles of reflecting boundaries. This algorithm requires less computer time and gives a fairly acceptable result for a visual assessment of the source data. Optimal fast migration algorithm for seismic data of the complex Kavkazska area, is the Post-Stack Kirchhoff algorithm. Good quality of seismic imaging and short computer execution time justifies the working efficiency.
